
 

Nasal COVID-19 vaccine approved for use as
booster in India
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A nasal COVID-19 vaccine based on technology licensed from
Washington University in St. Louis has been approved for emergency
use in India as a booster for people who have already received two doses
of other COVID-19 vaccines. The approval follows the Indian
government's emergency use authorization in September of the vaccine
as a primary series of two doses, and makes the intranasal vaccine the
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world's first to receive approval as both a primary vaccine for
COVID-19 and a booster.

The expanded authorization means that the vaccine, delivered via drops
into the nose, can be received by almost any adult in India. People who
have never been vaccinated for COVID-19 are eligible, as well as those
who already have received other COVID-19 vaccines. An estimated 900
million people in India have already received two doses of a COVID-19
vaccine.

"We are excited by the authorization of the nasal vaccine booster, which
enables this intranasal vaccine to be used by many more people and
hopefully will curtail transmission," said Michael S. Diamond, MD,
Ph.D., the Herbert S. Gasser Professor of Medicine and a professor of
molecular microbiology and of pathology & immunology. Diamond co-
developed the vaccine.

The main advantage of the nasal vaccine—other than that it doesn't
require a needle—is that it triggers an immune response in the nose and
upper airway, right where the virus enters the body. In doing so, it has
the potential to block infection and break the cycle of transmission. The
technology underlying this nasal vaccine is also adaptable, so the vaccine
can be quickly and easily modified to match emerging variants of
concern.

"A lot of people seem to be unconcerned by the pandemic, but the virus
is still here, and people will continue to need to be vaccinated for the
foreseeable future," said David T. Curiel, MD, Ph.D., the Distinguished
Professor of Radiation Oncology, who worked with Diamond to develop
the vaccine. "The ability to get a nasal vaccine as a COVID-19
booster—several months after an initial series of injectable vaccines—is
a new step in vaccine science. Further developing vaccination strategies
that involve a sequence of different types of vaccines each aimed at the
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same virus could help us better prepare for the next pandemic."

Diamond and Curiel, along with members of their laboratories, created
the nasal vaccine at Washington University in the early months of the
COVID-19 pandemic. In summer 2020, Washington University licensed
the rights to develop, manufacture and commercialize the technology in
India to Bharat Biotech International Limited, a global leader in vaccine
innovation and a developer of vaccines for infectious diseases. This
October, the university also licensed the technology to Ocugen Inc., a
U.S.-based biotechnology company focused on developing and
commercializing novel gene and cell therapies and vaccines, for
development in the U.S., Europe and Japan.

The vaccine was authorized for use in India based on data from clinical
trials conducted by Bharat Biotech. About 3,100 people participated in
studies of the two-dose primary vaccination sequence at sites across
India. Another 875 people who had already received two doses of either
of the two other COVID-19 vaccines used in India—COVAXIN and
COVIDSHIELD—participated in booster studies.
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